
 

Annual Review Documentation Requests 

As you all know, annual reviews are an integral component of advisory business.  Regardless of whether you have 
selected a money manager or are building models yourself, you have an obligation to review, no less than annually, your 
client’s financial information.  It is imperative that you establish a process for documenting your client reviews.   

Some of you have a format built into your CRM system to note specific details every time.  Some of you may elect to 
utilize the Annual Review Checklist within the Forms library, or the enhanced version our office created with the option 
to brand. Alternatively, you may be using the notes feature within FrontPoint accounts.  There is no one size fits all 
solution for this process, the key is to HAVE a process. 

You must document whether there are any changes to: 

                personal/financial situation (retired/new job, family structure changes) 

                time horizon 

                investment objectives 

                risk tolerance 

                investment restrictions 

Although a bare bones review will meet the requirements, the more robust your review and documentation is, the 
easier the process will be if you are asked to respond to a regulatory inquiry. 

Which brings us to the heads up portion of this tip.  Auditors historically have pulled a random sampling of advisory 
clients to review annual review documentation.  This process has been hindered somewhat by the remote audit 
process.  SAI’s RIA Compliance team is  now sending out emails asking FPs to submit copies of their annual review notes 
for randomly selected clients.  Please note, we have regularly advocated for emails to include cc to administrative team 
since they can provide documentation in most cases, but that message doesn’t always seem to have reached those 
sending emails so be sure to review recipient list and forward to an appropriate team member if necessary to efficiently 
address these inquiries.   

In order to be ready for these requests, it might be a good time to review your procedures related to annual reviews. 

Are all reviews documented within the same system?   

If your documentation is within a CRM system, is there a process for extracting that data in a readable format for 
submission upon request?   

Are you uploading annual reviews to the Vault?  If so, are you using a common title or alternate identifier so any 
team member can search the vault and retrieve?   

Are you including support documentation you reviewed with the client as part of your annual review file?  Previously 
we shared a best practice adopted by several offices when uploading support documents…if the FP has some documents 
that they review personally in preparation for the review and other documents reviewed with the client during the 
meeting, include a cover page listing all documents with two columns denoting this difference so that only one upload is 
needed, but you still retain the clarity of what was shared with a client vs what wasn’t. 

Documenting that you are conducting annual reviews is nothing new.  Just being aware that the requests to review that 
process may be coming to you via email is new. 

As always, let us know if you have any questions. 


